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BENCHMARKS - By Steve Dorling

B
ack in the ‘60s the need for a
new generation of jet trainers
threw up two contenders - the
ubiquitous BAe Hawk and the
Franco-German Dassault-Dornier

Alpha Jet.
The French employed the Alpha Jet as a

trainer, known as the Alpha Jet E, with initial
deliveries to France for service trials in 1978,

leading to introduction the following year. The
Patrouille de France air demonstration team
of the French Air Force fly the Alpha Jet high-
lighting its similar purpose and use to our own
Hawk Jet-Trainer, although the Alpha Jet has
two engines rather than the single turbine
powering the BAe Hawk with the other
notable difference being the high shoulder
wing, yet the two aeroplanes are remarkably

similar in function and performance.
Ducted-fans (D/Fs) came and went - now

they’re back in vogue, albeit in electric rather
than I/C form. Those of us who messed
around with I/C D/Fs will know that until both
engine and fan were up to speed, coaxing the
thing around gently after a long takeoff run
was necessary as the fans needed to ‘come
on the pipe’ before you got any meaningful for-
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ART-TECH
ALPHA JET

‘Simply put, it’s the best EDF model I’ve come across, discounting those that’ll cost
you a grand or more.’ The Ed. checks out this little cracker from Century UK 

ward speed, so it’s amazing to see how per-
formance has leapt since the advent of elec-
tric ducted-fan (EDF) models! This one is a per-
fect example of how far we’ve come - I thought
it was a bit of a toy when I first clocked it and
I suppose it is, but in a good way!

Getting it together
Take a quick look over the basic nuts and

bolts of this Art-Tech Alpha Jet from Century
UK and you’ll be impressed - RTF and accu-
rately moulded in high-impact foam that does-
n’t easily dent or break, it’s a tough machine,
but still light. A brushless EDF unit is already
fitted in place and with three micro servos
and a wired ESC, you have but one glue job -
fitting the vertical fin (glue supplied)!

Nicely packed in Art-Tech’s by now custom-

ary robust way, the contents of the box
arrived undamaged. My model is ‘almost’ RTF
- not a true ARTF, although there’s nothing to
actually build, save for the aforementioned
fin. This one is available for around a hundred
and ten quid without transmitter, charger and
battery, or for another fifty quid you can have
the whole shooting match in a true ‘buy it on
the way to the patch’ package! Having a

�
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bunch of very basic transmitters lying around
becomes pretty pointless if you don’t need
one, but depending on your situation the extra
fifty quids’ worth is an outright bargain if you
do. Think about it - a 2200 3S LiPo with a
balanced charger and a four-channel 2.4 GHz
transmitter, but if you don’t want any of that,
then you’re not forced to buy it, which is per-
fect!

With fin glued and battery charged, I fitted
a Multiplex M-Link micro five-channel receiver
and programmed the little Alpha Jet into my
Multiplex Royal-Pro 16 - quick and easy to do
as there are just three channels to fettle;
ailerons, elevator and the speed controller!
Range checks and movements to suit your fly-
ing style are next, with the former automati-
cally part of the setting-up of any model, RTF
or not! I opted for ‘medium’ control throws
but if you’re in any doubt the instructions are
a good starting point, but you’ll be fine-tuning
after the test flight. Worry not, despite it’s
appearance it’s very soft on elevator and
even ailerons are fairly civilized
(for a fast small jet, that
is...)!

A quick whirl
Ordinarily with a
review model I
resist the tempta-
tion to fly until I
have a photogra-
pher on hand,
just in case I
bend it, but in
this instance the
urge to give her a
quick whirl
became over-
whelming. So, late
in the evening, I wan-
dered down to the bot-
tom of the garden for a
test-flight. 

I obtained a 2.2amp 3S LiPo
from Airtek, which comes fitted with a
‘Deans’ type connector as standard, as does
the Art-Tech ESC in the Alpha, so that was
ideal. I cut a couple of access holes in the
cockpit floor to make plugging up easier. This
‘floor’ holds the battery secure which is great,
but the magnets intended to hold the canopy
secure don’t - which isn’t, as you’ll read!

There are a couple of little grip rebates
moulded underneath the model and, with no
prop to worry about, hand launching is very
straightforward - just peg the throttle and
throw it like it just spat in your face and it’s
away and climbing purposefully, gathering
speed into the climb. I throttled back at about
a hundred feet and checked the trims but it
was pretty much ‘cock-on’ as set-up on the
bench with the surfaces aligned. The stall
was checked by progressively throttling back
until I had full elevator invoked, then I slowly
throttled up - nothing! This model does not
stall and neither will it drop a wing if pro-
voked; you just begin to lose height in a nose-

up attitude on low power or climb away on full
chat, so you can’t ask for more than that.

Pegging the throttle I let the speed build
and then climbed vertically, chucking in a cou-
ple of ‘upward charlies’ on the way up and
into a huge reversal for
a fast beat up. I
can tell you, it’s
a fast little
aeroplane
with not
much

under 100 m.p.h. on tap following a full
power shallow dive, but best of all is the
noise, for this one sounds like a jet rather
than your mother’s hair dryer - really it does! I
guess the noise is generated from the intakes
and exhaust and it’s absolutely fabulous, really

lending an air of realism to this model.

Aerobatics, anyone?
Performance is all that you

need from one of these; it’s
far better than you might

imagine with no vices
and a brilliant appear-
ance in the air.
Aerobatics are fast
and true - inverted
needs but a touch of
down elevator to
maintain height,
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ABOVE LEFT: Essential modification - canopy screw. See text! ABOVE CENTRE: All the ‘gubbins’ is stowed beneath the wing when you affix it in place!
ABOVE RIGHT: This is how it comes - tap it and unwrap it, not quite a choccy-orange but just as quick to prepare.

My lovely little jet in
spirited mode - great
fun, this one.

Inverted or upright,
the little Alpha Jet is

sure-footed and
steady.
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axial rolls are easy and stringing three
together is no effort at all. Rolling circles,
triple vertical rolls, four-pointers even if the
speed is there (no rudder...) and when it’s
time to land just line her up, slow the
throttle to about a quarter power and slow-
ly haul on the elevator and she’ll reward
you with a very slow and precise soft
touchdown, tail first, too - brilliant!

Now the more astute of you will spot
that I flew the model over the sea for pho-
tographic purposes, which was even more
fun as I was flying in slope lift, but by then
the model had a dozen or so flights under
its belt, so don’t be fooled into thinking my
flight report is falsely enhanced - all the
test flying was done on the flat. What I can
confirm is that even in a twenty m.p.h.
oblique wind over the slope, the lit-
tle jet cuts through the bumps
with ease and had power
aplenty to enjoy, whether into
the stiff breeze or not.
Three very experienced
(some might say jaded...)
mates were with me
when we took the pics
and they were all
mightily impressed
with the model, so
there it is.

To sum up
The Art-Tech Alpha Jet
is very well put togeth-
er, extremely robust and
very well conceived and

executed. Having been around ducted-fan
models from their conception I can assure
you that simply bunging a motor and a fan
inside any old fuselage doesn’t work and
clearly a lot of fine tuning has gone into
this one to glean the absolute maximum
efficiency from it. You get six or seven min-
utes of flat-out blasting around from a
diminutive little 2200 3S battery and the
model stays light enough to enjoy excellent
handling characteristics. Simply put, it’s the
best EDF model I’ve come across, discount-
ing those that’ll cost you a grand or more,
of course. Oh yes, it’s not all perfect - that
canopy! Great idea chaps, just doesn’t work
at 90 m.p.h. I put a couple of screws in

mine after the second
detachment in

flight!       ■
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Specification
MATERIAL:
High grade Epoflexy 
EDF:
64mm brushless
WEIGHT:
520g
SPAN:
728mm (28.66”) 
LENGTH:
900mm (35.43”)
SERVOS:
Two 9g 
BATTERY:
11.1v 2200mah LiPo 
PRICE:
£109.99 complete with servos, motor,
fan and ESC
(or with six-channel 2.4 GHz R/C sys-
tem fitted, charger and battery -
£149.99)

Streaking over the cliffs, the Alpha Jet is
seriously cool!
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